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Finishing Systems

Engineered Products

Finishing Systems

The Enviraclean range of finishing
equipment has evolved from a
wealth of experience, knowledge
and expertise accumulated by
Hodge Clemco over the last four
decades
Whatever the product supplied,
whether a single blast machine or
fully integrated blast cleaning
system there are certain factors
you can be assured of:

A warm welcome is extended to all
existing and potential customers. Our
aim is to provide you with the optimum
finishing system to suit your particular
requirements

innovation

This is achieved by providing a complete
consultation, design, manufacture,
installation, commissioning and
aftersales package

design
quality

Quality is assured by providing all
in-house manufactured systems
conforming to ISO 9001

reliability
versatility
safety

You supply the problem
We supply the solution
Call 0114 254 8811
for further information

Professional training allows you to
maximise the efficiency of your finishing
system. Theoretical and practical courses
are run at our dedicated training school
in Sheffield or at your own premises
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Visit our Sheffield
showroom and talk to the
people with the skill and
knowledge to provide you
with the optimum solution.
See for yourself how the
equipment is taken from
concept through to design
and manufacture

Before investing in a new system visit
our sample processing facility for
‘hands on ‘ experience of the
equipment and media. This will
provide you with peace of mind
knowing you are
purchasing the best
equipment to solve your
pre-treatment problem

If our extensive standard
range of equipment does not
meet your requirements, our
engineers will design a
bespoke system,
manufactured
in-house to meet your exact
specifications
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The Plant Room
The heart of the
blastroom system where
the process is controlled
& maintained

‘The Optimum System’
Whatever the application, whatever the media, Hodge
Clemco can supply a number of options including dust
collection, media recovery, particle separation,
compressed air and breathing air systems

Dense Particle Separator

Vibratory Screen Separator

Media Storage &
Collection Hoppers
Electrical Control Panel
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The Enclosure
Built to suit your
specific requirements ,
taking into consideration
application, frequency of
use and media.
Lighting, ventilation,
recovery system and
dust extraction are
critical in providing the
optimum facility

Access doors and ramps
conforming to H&SE
requirements

Lighting & ventilation
essential in achieving a
clean, dust free
environment

Please call 0114 254 8811 for further information
on our free consultation and design service
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Operator wearing
personal protective
equipment

Blastroom Systems

Recovery Unit fitted in plant room at
side as above or to rear of container.
See IND 200P - pg 6 for more details

Above and below:
Plastic media stripping
rooms with viewing
windows in front doors

When factory space is at a
premium or a temporary site
is to be utilised then the
Enviraclean containerised
blastroom provides an instant
and economical solution

Major Benefits
P o rt ab l e

Low Capital Outlay

The unit can be sited externally or
internally providing space where
it is required. If circumstances
change the blastroom can be
moved to a new location

Standard freight containers
8’ x 8’ x 20’ or 8’ x 40’ are used as
a ready made shell, reducing the
design and fabrication costs
normally associated with
blastroom manufacture

Flexible

C on tr ol l e d E n v i ro n m e n t

Doors can be sited to suit the
position of the room i.e If placed
up against a factory wall a cost
effective extension has been
achieved

All blasting and abrasive recovery
equipment is housed within the
unit, providing a controlled dustfree working environment away
from the elements
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Partial Recovery System
An essential part of the blastroom system which saves many valuable man
hours, reduces abrasive wastage, improves quality of finish and the working
environment. The type of recovery system you choose is often determined by a
number of factors e.g. budget, size and type of blastroom and number of units
to be processed
Vacuum Recovery System

An economic and compact unit, the IND
200P consists of a small hopper sunk
into the blastroom floor, abrasive silo
and vacuum producing unit. The
system allows up to 3 hours continuous
production before recovery of media is
required. Expended media is manually
swept into the hopper. The abrasive is
cleaned and returned to a silo mounted
above the blast machine

Sweep-in System with
Bucket Elevator

Spent abrasive is swept or shovelled
into a floor mounted hopper. The
abrasive falls down a chute into the
boot of the bucket elevator and is
transferred back to a storage system via
an abrasive cleaning system. The major
benefit is low capital outlay

The above systems can be upgraded to
full floor recovery at a later date
For further information call 0114 254 8811
and ask for details
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Automated Recovery Systems
Enviraflow Recovery System
The Enviraflow vacuum recovery
system collects and conveys all
types of abrasive from the floor
area through mini hoppers to an
abrasive cleaning system and
returns the cleaned media back to
the blasting machine

Screw Recovery System
Helical Steel flights welded
to a central tube mounted
within a trough and shedder
arrangement transfer media
back to the elevator. Self
lubricating bearings support
the assembly. A suitably
geared motor mounted on
end plates drives the
assembly

The Scraper Floor
The scraper floor consists of
pivoting blades fitted into a
frame. A pneumatic cylinder
drives the blades on a
forward and backward stroke
conveying spent abrasive into
a hopper. The media is then
transferred back to the silo by
either vacuum or bucket
elevator. A partial or full floor
scraper recovery system can
be retro-fitted into an existing
blastroom
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Dust Collectors
Choice of the correct model of dust collector is integral to any closed blasting
system. The removal of airborne particles from the environment of a blast
chamber is essential to maintain efficient operation. Savings made by cutting
costs at this point will only lead to reduced efficiency and early failure of the
system
Factors to consider when
choosing a dust collector
Air speeds - The correct air
speed through the
blastroom prevents
settlement of airborne
particles in the work area
Air Flow - The direction in
which the air flows through
the blast room is critical to
the process. Correctly sized
and positioned air inlets and
extraction duct work ensure
that first class ventilation is
achieved
Filtration Area - This is the
surface area of filter material
within the dust collector. It
is essential that the ratio
between filtration area and
air volume is correct to
prevent premature failure of
the extraction system
Right: Example of a bag type
dust collector. The bags can
be shaken manually or
automatically to remove dust

Reverse Pulse Dust
Collectors

Above: Dust collector fitted with 10
reverse pulse cartridges

The reverse pulse cartridge dust
collector incorporates cartridges
rather than filter bags as shown
above. The system is set so that at
pre-determined intervals a short
pulse of air causes the dust
accumulated on the cartridges to
fall into the collection bins below.
The filter cartridges are cleaned
whilst the collector is in operation
ensuring that the efficiency of the
collector is maintained
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Cabinet Systems including: Manual,
Hodge Clemco offers a full range of both standard and
bespoke suction and pressure hand blast
cabinets

Pressure Systems

Pressure feed hand blast cabinets are
essential when removing heavy
corrosion, tough coatings or when
high production rates are required.
Cleans at 4-5 times the speed of a
suction blast cabinet and is
suitable for use with heavier,
long life abrasives such as
iron and steel

Suction blast cabinets
provide the ideal cleaning
and finishing solution to
many coating and
corrosion removal
problems. Ideally suited to
ensuring a decorative or
aesthetically pleasing
surface finish across many
materials

Suction Systems

The Crusader is the most
advanced suction blast cabinet
available with a rotationally
moulded high density polyethylene
body containing all the features
normally requiring 50% more floor
space. With its integral dust collector and
fully opening front access, the Crusader
makes a practical yet aesthetically attractive
addition to any modern workshop. The choice of
construction material has been carefully researched and the
chosen polyethylene has been used due to its robust mature and the
ability to withstand abrasion more resolutely than steel

Crusader Cabinets

Pressure Conversion Kits
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Semi and Fully Automated Systems
If air blast finishing is required on a large volume of components
then the cost effective method has to be the use of a multi
nozzle blasting machine. Each application is
examined individually to determine the best
means of presenting the component
surface to the blast stream in the fastest
possible manner. Customers are
involved in every step of design to
ensure compatibility with
production flow line
requirements
Initial sample processing in
our sampling centre will
produce various finishes
to determine process
parameters and
production rates.
From there a detailed
proposal can be
produced including
media choice, air
pressures and nozzle
dwell times

Call 0114 254 8811

Indexing Systems

Automated Systems

to arrange a visit to our sample
processing facility. Many
variables of cabinet sizes and
types of media are available

Tumble Blast Cabinets
Fully Automatic Cabinet
with Conveyor System
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Bespoke Systems
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Bespoke systems for
deburring of heavy duty
castings incorporating
bucket elevator and
operator access platform
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Although
Hodge Clemco
offers a vast range of
standard equipment there
are many occasions when
the full design capabilities
of the engineering
department are called
upon to meet a specific
finishing problem
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Automated system for
creating a key to bore of
components prior to
administering bonding
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Call 0114 254 8811
For further Information or
to arrange a free
consultation with our
technical sales staff

Wheel Machines

Hodge Clemco’s range of Enviraclean
wheel machines includes all standard
types:

Suitable for most cleaning applications:

belt/barrel

rust and scale removal

rotary table

deburring

hanger (continuous or indexed)

de-flashing

plate & section machines

removal of sand from castings

Call 0114 254 8811
for further information

Wheel machine display &
demonstration area
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Spray Booths
The Enviraclean range
from Hodge Clemco vary
from small open fronted
booths to large enclosed
booths providing
something suitable for
coating small
components as well as
trucks, trains and planes.
All booths are designed
to meet the individual
application and provide
the optimum system

The A.J Dralle CPA polyester filtration system is
supplied as standard with all Enviraclean dry
filter spray booths. it provides: Optimum
efficiency; maximum paint holding capacity and
minimum air flow restrictions

The system has been used
successfully for the last 20
years within the aerospace,
vehicle refinishing and
industrial markets.
The media is easily retrofitted into existing booths
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Application Equipment

Hodge Clemco supplies an extensive range of Spray Equipment
and ancillaries including Graco and stocks a wide range of
equipment including airless and air assisted systems, HVLP and
electrostatic
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To Complete the Picture
GLASS BEAD
Used to provide a
no-etch satin type
finish.
GLASS GRIT
Angular in shape,
glass grit provides an
increased cutting
action for cleaning and
decorative purposes. It
can also be used for
the fine etching of
non-ferrous
components
ALUBLAST
(Aluminium Oxide)
Used to remove
coatings or provide an
etch typically to a nonferrous substrate
AEROLYTE
(Plastic Media)
Essential for
applications where
coatings must be
removed without effect
upon the substrate.
Widely used in
aerospace industries
CHILLED IRON
Dense hard abrasive
used for rapid
cleaning of painted or
corroded parts
GARNET
Low cost alternative to
Aluminium Oxide
when ferrous
contamination is a
concern
STEEL SHOT
Ideal for shot peening
and the majority of
wheel machine
installations
STEEL GRIT
Suitable for wheel
machines and air
abrasive equipment, to
remove paint or
corrosion
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Laser Cleaning
Laser cleaning is an innovative method of
removing contaminants from a surface without
any physical contact and is ideally suited for
cleaning delicate or high tolerance
components with no matrix removal

Typical applications are the cleaning of
release agent from tools and dies in the
rubber and plastics industry, removal of ink
from ceramic print rollers, cleaning of glass
bottle moulds and the stripping of coatings
from soft or thin substrates
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Training
My company s spend
on consumables has
reduced considerably
since attending your
training course

In a world where technology and working methods are constantly evolving
to meet new and demanding criteria, training can make the
difference between success and failure

The finishing industry is not exempt from these
changes having to meet more complex and
rigorously laid down specifications, critical
inspection and compliance with health and
safety regulations
‘After 10 years in the
industry I thought I
knew everything there
was to know - it
proves how wrong
you can be’

‘Your training courses
are highly beneficial in
both the short and long
term’

‘Our long serving
blasters and
sprayers were
impressed by the
new knowledge they
acquired in each
lesson’

Hodge Clemco
offers you the
chance to meet
these demands
with
confidence,
providing you
with the
knowledge to
achieve the
very best from
your equipment
and financial
constraints.
Standard courses offered on a
regular basis include:
Abrasive Blast Cleaning
Airless Spray
Combined Abrasive Blast
Cleaning and Airless Spray Painting
Plastic Media Dry Stripping
For details of the above or if you would like a course to
suit your specific requirements call 0114 254 8811

‘We would not
hesitate in
recommending your
well presented
course. It was
extremely informative’

Courses are run at our
dedicated training school in
Sheffield or at customers
own premises. Delegates
from over 42 countries have
attended courses since
1964 whilst our training
officers have visited all
corners of the globe.
Right: Delegates on a recent
overseas pipeline blasting and
painting course
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Training
10 GOOD REASONS TO CHOOSE A HODGE CLEMCO TRAINING COURSE
Hodge Clemco is the U.K.’s leading manufacturer of
surface treatment and finishing equipment
Hodge Clemco has provided specialist training courses at
the Sheffield Training Centre for over 35 years

The courses incorporate the vast knowledge and expertise that
no other U.K. company within this field can offer
All courses have a practical base which means
benefits are immediate
Most companies find the cost of the course is
recovered within a few weeks.
The basic principles of abrasive blast cleaning
and spray painting are covered in standard courses
run on a monthly basis.
A flexible syllabus is also offered to meet the needs
of the individual, their company and its equipment.
On site courses are available enabling training
on specific equipment and techniques relevant to
the company or individual application.
The Hodge Clemco training certificate is widely
acknowledged as a certificate of competence throughout the U.K
C.I.T.B. grants may be available to members upon successful application

We have experienced
considerable benefits
since attending your
course on abrasive
blast cleaning it wa
money well spent

‘You handled our
somewhat boisterous
staff extremely well
and with good
humour!’

Training procedures
were very thorough
informative and
professionally
presented’

‘Your excellent training
course has enabled my
shot blast team to focus
more directly on health
& safety issues,
therefore reducing
potential accidents and
increasing productivity’

‘Your training course
has certainly given me a
lot more confidence in
handling the equipment
and understanding just
how it works
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Call 0114 254 8811 for details of our free sample processing,
and our specialist training courses

Hodge Clemco Ltd
Orgreave Drive, Sheffield
South Yorkshire. S13 9NR
General Enquiries:
Direct Sales:
Fax

+44 (0) 114 254 0600
+44 (0) 114 254 8811
+44 (0) 114 254 0250

email: sales@hodgeclemco.co.uk
web: www.hodgeclemco.co.uk
A member of the Samuel Hodge Group of companies
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